GIRLS DRESS CODE GRADES 1-8

Please note consequences for not adhering to the dress code are indicated in parentheses and italicized (Grades K-3: writeup / Grades 4-8: sign-in or otherwise noted).

SCHOOL UNIFORM

1. **Uniform (Schoolbelles/Educational Outfitters):** Grades 1-4 - jumpers; Grades 5-8 - kick pleat skirts or skort, **knee length only** (write-up/sign in)

2. **Uniform Blouse:** short or long sleeved, solid white or light blue in the following styles: oxford cloth or broadcloth, tailored or peter pan collars, or banded bottom Schoolbelles/Educational Outfitters uniform top. Grades 5-8, must wear a white/cream camisole or other white/cream undershirt underneath their uniform blouse. (write-up/sign-in)

   No long-sleeved or colored shirts may be worn under short-sleeved blouses or gym shirts. (remove non-uniform item)

3. **Navy slacks:** purchased from Schoolbelles/Educational Outfitters with a **belt** may be worn November 1 - April 30 with tucked in uniform blouse and school shoes. (write-up/sign-in)

4. **Navy walking shorts:** purchased from Schoolbelles/Educational Outfitters with belt are optional with tucked in uniform blouse or gym shirt, and may be worn only during the month of September and after Easter break. (write-up/temporary issued skirt)

5. **Shoes:**
   - **Uniform shoes:** non-scuff, **solid black or brown** only, dress or low cut athletic shoes with solid laces. (write-up/sign-in)
   - **Gym class:**
     - Grades K-4: **Nonskid** tennis shoes **stored in school** for gym use only (not necessarily new, just clean soled)
     - Grades 5-8: non-scuff, low cut, solid white or black tennis shoes with solid white or black laces to be worn on the student's gym day. (write-up/sign-in)
   - **Walking shorts shoes:** non-scuff, solid white or black with solid white or black laces low cut tennis shoes with uniform socks. (write-up/sign-in)
   - No backless shoes, crocs or flip-flops are allowed ever. (write-up/sign-in)

6. **Uniform socks:** white or navy blue, **solid** knee high, tights or crew socks at least **1 inch above ankles only,** may be worn. (write-up/sign-in)

7. **Sweaters:** cardigans, full-zip or pullovers are optional in **solid-colored** navy blue. Uniform fleece, available from Educational Outfitters, or blue, monogrammed school sweatshirt, available from Spiritwear, may also be worn. (removed)

8. **Headbands:**
   - **Uniform:** uniform-pattern headbands or **solid-colored** navy blue, burgundy, white, or hunter green, no bows, no hats, no non-uniform material scrunchies, no flowers. Plain, flat barrettes/bobbie pins are acceptable. (removed)
   - **St. Michael Spirit Day:** solid **blue/gold** kerchief, bandanna, bows, and headbands (removed)
   - **Dress Down Day or Add to Uniform Day:** any pattern, color, or style.
9. **Hair**: must be clean, neat and styled off the face; extreme hairstyles are **not** permitted including bleaching, highlighting, or coloring of hair, dreadlocks, gnarled or “poofed” hair, or non-tucked in corn rows. (write-up/sign-in) Hair **must** be brought back to code by the following school day. (sent home)

Additional dress code clarifications:

- **Jewelry**: Watches, simple silver/gold chain with a cross, or post earrings are allowed. No hoop, dangling, or multiple earrings, necklaces, wristbands, rings, or other costume jewelry are allowed. (removed, repeated instance: confiscated)

- **Add-ons**: No make-up, nail polish, glitter (removed, repeated instance: write-up/sign-in) Tattoos (real or fake) (sent home until removed)

**BOYS DRESS CODE GRADES 1-8**

Please note consequences for not adhering to the dress code are indicated in parentheses and italicized (Grades K-3: write-up / Grades 4-8: sign-in or otherwise noted).

**SCHOOL UNIFORM**

1. **Dress pants**: navy blue, **with belt** in cotton; Schoolbelles/Educational Outfitters pants are strongly encourage. (write-up/sign-in)

2. **Uniform shirts**: tucked-in short or long sleeved, solid white or light blue in the following style: oxford cloth or broadcloth. (write-up/sign-in)

   No long-sleeved or colored shirts may be worn under short-sleeved shirts or gym shirts. (remove non-uniform item)

3. **Walking shorts**: navy blue, purchased from Schoolbelles/Educational Outfitters **with belt** are optional with tucked in uniform or gym shirt, and may be worn only during the month of September and after Easter break. (write-up/issued pants)

4. **Ties**: Ties are worn October 1**th** through April 30**th**.

   - Grades 1-2 - **solid** navy blue continental (write-up)
   - Grades 3-6 - **solid** navy self-tie or pre-tied (write-up/sign-in)
   - Grades 7-8 - **solid** navy self-tie (sign-in)

5. **Shoes**:

   - Uniform shoes: non-scuff, **solid black or brown** only, dress or low cut athletic shoes with solid black or brown laces. (write-up/sign-in)

   - Gym class:
     Grades K-4: **Nonskid** any color tennis shoes stored in school for gym use only (not necessarily new, just clean soled)
     Grades 5-8: non-scuff, low cut, solid white or black tennis shoes with solid white or black laces to be worn the day the student has gym. (write-up/sign-in)

   - Walking shorts shoes: non-scuff, solid white or black with solid white or black laces low cut tennis shoes with uniform socks. (write-up/sign-in)
6. **Uniform socks**: white, navy blue, or black crew socks at least 1 inch above ankles only, may be worn. (*write-up/sign-in*)

7. **Sweaters**: cardigans, full-zip or pullovers are optional in solid-colored navy blue. Uniform fleece, available from Educational Outfitters, or blue, monogrammed school sweatshirt, available from Spirtwear, may also be worn. (*removed*)

8. **Hair**: must be clean, neat, and cut above the eyebrows, ears, and collar. Extreme hairstyles are **not** permitted including shaved areas, lines, tails, bleaching, highlighting, or coloring hair, dreadlocks, gnarled or “poofed” hair, or non-tucked in corn rows. (*write-up/sign-in*)

   Hair **must** be brought back to code by the following school day. (*sent home*)

   No visible facial hair is permitted. (*sign-in, repeated instance: sent home*)

   Additional dress code clarifications:
   
   - **Jewelry**: Watches and simple silver/gold chain with a cross are allowed.
   
   - **Add-ons**: No earrings wrist bands, necklaces, or rings (*removed, repeated instance: write-up/sign-in*)

   Tattoos (real or fake) (*sent home until removed*)

---

**UNISEX GYM UNIFORM (1-8)**

1. **Shorts**: solid navy blue sweat or mesh, long basketball-style shorts. (*no spandex, stripes or logos* except Schoolbelles/Educational Outfitters St. Michael logo) (*write-up/sign-in*)

2. **Pants**: solid navy blue sweat pants or athletic pants (*no yoga pants, break aways, leggings, stripes or logos* except Schoolbelles/Educational Outfitters St. Michael logo) (*write-up/sign-in*)

3. **Shirt**: solid (no logos except Schoolbelles/Educational Outfitters St. Michael logo) white or light blue polo (*write-up/sign-in*)

4. **Shoes**:  
   Grades K-4: **Nonskid**, any color tennis shoes *stored in school* for gym use only (not necessarily new, just clean soled)
   Grades 5-8: non-scuff, low cut, solid white or black tennis shoes with solid white or black laces to be worn the day the student has gym. (*write-up/sign-in*)

5. **Socks**: white, navy blue, or black crew socks at least 1 inch above ankles only, may be worn. (*write-up/sign-in*)

   Additional dress code clarifications:
   
   - On gym day only, solid blue sweat or athletic pants may be worn with the gym shirt all day. When gym shorts are worn, they must be under the sweat pants from October 1st up to Easter break. (*write-up/sign-in*)
   
   - Girls in 7th and 8th grades only, may opt to wear their school uniform skirt in lieu of sweat pants over their gym shorts.
• Dress Down Day attire supersedes scheduled gym day uniform except for mandatory tennis shoes.

SPECIAL DRESS DAYS FOR BOYS AND GIRLS

Add to Uniform Day: School uniform must be worn with accessories: special shirts, ties, socks, headbands/bows (no hats). St. Michael Spirit Day and Add to Uniform Day are the only days nail polish is allowed.

Dress Down Days: Jeans (not tattered/cut/holed), sweatpants, t-shirts, knee-length skirts, knee-length shorts, tennis shoes and sandals with back straps, socks optional, are allowed. No croc shoes or hats on any day. Tops must have 3-inch minimum width straps or cover up. No bare midriffs, tight short skirts, tank tops, flip flops, yoga pants, pajama pants, spandex, or leggings unless under a knee-length skirt/dress. (write-up/sign-in)

St. Michael Spirit Day: Blue and gold Dress Down Day attire, with basic school logo shirts, accessories from St. Michael Catholic School athletic teams, groups, or clubs. St. Michael Spirit Day and Add to Uniform Day are the only days nail polish is allowed.

Picture Day/Closing Mass:

• Girls: Knee-length skirts, slacks, cropped pants, dresses, non-sheer tops; dresses and tops must have 3-inch minimum width straps or cover up. No jeans or yoga pants.

• Boys: Uniform pants, khakis or walking shorts with belt and collared tucked-in shirt. No jeans.

KINDERGARTEN DRESS CODE

UNISEX KINDERGARTEN UNIFORM
Gym clothes should still be worn on dress down days.

1. Slacks or Skorts: solid navy blue or khaki
2. Shorts: solid navy blue Schoolbelles/Educational Outfitters walking shorts, optional September and after Easter break.
3. Shirt: khaki, Schoolbelles/Educational Outfitters, polo shirt with school logo
4. Socks: white, navy blue, or black crew socks at least 1 inch above ankle
5. Shoes:
   • Slacks: dress shoes or non-scuff, low cut, solid white or black tennis shoes with solid white or black laces
   • Walking shorts shoes: non-scuff, solid white or black with solid white or black laces low cut tennis shoes or sandals with uniform socks

No backless shoes or flip flops are allowed.

6. Sweaters: cardigans or pullovers are optional in solid-colored navy blue. Uniform fleece, available from Educational Outfitters, or blue, monogrammed school sweatshirt, available from Spiritwear, may also be worn.
UNISEX KINDERGARTEN UNIFORM (Cont.)

7. Hair:
   • Boys: must be clean, neat, and cut above the eyebrows, ears, and collar.
   • Girls: must be clean, neat and styled off the face

8. Headbands:
   • Uniform: uniform-pattern headbands or solid-colored navy blue, gold, burgundy, white, or hunter green, no bows, no hats, no non-uniform scrunchies, no barrettes, no flowers. Plain barretts/bobble pins are acceptable.
   • St. Michael Spirit Day: solid blue kerchief, bandanna, bows, and solid blue or gold headbands
   • Dress Down Day or Add to Uniform Day: any pattern, color, or style

Additional kindergarten dress code clarifications:

   • Jewelry: watches, simple silver/gold chain with a cross, or post earrings; no hoop, dangling, or multiple earrings, necklaces, wristbands, rings, or other costume jewelry are allowed.
   • Add-ons: No make-up, nail polish, glitter, or tattoos (real or fake). Tattoos must be removed by the following day to return to school.

Unisex Gym Uniform for Kindergarten

1. Shirt: khaki Schoolbelles/Educational Outfitters polo shirt with school logo
2. Shorts: solid navy blue
3. Sweatpants: solid navy blue
4. Shoes: Nonskid, any color, tennis shoes stored in school for gym use only (not necessarily new, just clean soled)

SPECIAL DRESS DAYS

Add to Uniform Day: School uniform must be worn with accessories: special shirts, ties, socks, headbands/bows (no hats). St. Michael Spirit Day and Add to Uniform Day are the only days nail polish is allowed.

Dress Down Days: Jeans (not tattered/cut/holed), sweatpants, t-shirts, knee-length skirts, knee-length shorts, tennis shoes and sandals with back straps, socks optional, are allowed. No bare midriffs, tight short skirts, tank tops, flip flops, yoga pants, spandex, or leggings unless under a knee-length skirt/dress. Socks must always be worn with sandals.

St. Michael Spirit Day: Dress Down Day attire, with basic school logo shirts, accessories from St. Michael Catholic School athletic teams, groups, or clubs. St. Michael Spirit Day and Add to Uniform Day are the one days nail polish is allowed.